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Figure 1: (a) Charagraphs are in-situ visualizations of numeric data included within text that are dynamically generated (b) by
delimiting a selection and (c) selecting a data group. Charagraphs support common data exploration tasks through interactive
features such as (d) identifying and (e) comparing values.

ABSTRACT
Documents often have paragraphs packedwith numbers that are dif-

ficult to extract, compare, and interpret. To help readers make sense

of data in text, we introduce the concept of Charagraphs: dynami-

cally generated interactive charts and annotations for in-situ visu-

alization, comparison, and manipulation of numeric data included
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within text. Three Charagraph characteristics are defined: lever-

aging related textual information about data; integrating textual

and graphical representations; and interacting at different contexts.

We contribute a document viewer to select in-text data; generate

and customize Charagraphs; merge and refine a Charagraph using

other in-text data; and identify, filter, compare, and sort data syn-

chronized between text and visualization. Results of a study show

participants can easily create Charagraphs for diverse examples of

data-rich text, and when answering questions about data in text,

participants were more correct compared to only reading text.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Documents and scientific reports are often filled with numerical

values. These regularly interrupt the flow of sentences with quanti-

ties like means, medians, confidence intervals, and p-values. While

these are important to support claims, they can make it hard to

compare and interpret patterns in numeric data due to the linear

structure of sentences.

In fact, the use of sentences to present numbers has long been

criticized [37, 72, 153]. Edward Tufte [26] notes that: “The conven-
tional sentence is a poor way to show more than two numbers because
it prevents comparisons within the data”.

While experts almost always recommend visualizations such as

charts to present numeric data [3, 26, 44, 67, 153], they may not

always be included or useful. Authors may omit a visualization

because it takes time to create [66], occupies space in the docu-

ment [3, 53, 64, 67], requires substantial effort and skill [23, 43, 66],

or seems unnecessary to present a few numbers [34, 44, 67]. Worse,

even when authors include visualizations, readers might ignore

them if they are poorly designed or not aligned with the reader’s

goal [101], overblown [149], or not accessible [69, 156]. And readers

might struggle to connect text and figures because the layout of

the document often separates them [6, 26].

One response to issues when data is included in text has been

to provide interactive connections between text and existing visu-

alizations in the document. Because archival documents are not

easily modified once disseminated [94], most proposed solutions

use some form of automatic linking [62, 75, 76, 98, 113] or an au-

thoring system to create dynamic interactive documents from the

beginning [74, 79–81, 144]. However, these approaches remain de-

pendent on the author’s willingness to embed figures. Another

strategy proposed by Elastic Documents [7] is to preprocess a doc-

ument to generate new visualizations from the tables and then

include ways to filter them while reading. But this requires in-

ferring what readers need a priori and assumes that the data is

presented in structured tables. What if, as is often the case, the data

exists only in sentences?

We introduce the concept of Charagraphs, which are dynamically

generated interactive charts and annotations for in-situ visualiza-

tion, comparison, andmanipulation of numeric data includedwithin

paragraphs of text. We explore the design of Charagraphs and con-

tribute a system that allows readers to quickly generate them from

existing documents. Instead of expecting authors to embed well-

designed visualizations, our system empowers readers to quickly

craft their own visualizations, customized to their needs, from the

data presented in texts. Although our system can also extract data

from document tables, we focus on the problem of extracting data

from sentences. The created Charagraphs use data visualizations

to offload cognitive work to the perceptual system [78, 101] along-

side interactive features to compare and manipulate the data. This

can help when data is presented only in-text, or when the exist-

ing static visualizations are ineffective and readers would prefer a

different representation. In a user study, participants created their

own Charagraphs to annotate documents and answer questions. All

participants found the system easy to use and were able to create

the visualization they had in mind. Furthermore, all participants

preferred to have Charagraphs available; had lower mental demand,

effort, and frustration; and were more correct in completing com-

prehension, comparison, and interpretation tasks when they had

access to Charagraphs (98.61%) compared to text alone (92.59%).

2 BACKGROUND
Wefirst examinewhat numeric data can be expected in text and then

review the different ways of presenting data and their advantages

and drawbacks depending on the context.

2.1 What Values Are Reported In-Text?
Most documents report numerical values in text to support claims

because “a stronger quantitative result is more informative than a
weaker, qualitative result that subsumes it” [39]. For example, sta-

tistical results are often reported alongside means or mean differ-

ences [38, 39]. Practises vary across domains and publishers.

The American Psychological Association (APA) style instructs

authors to “emphasize particular data in the text when they aid in
the interpretation of the findings” and when reporting inferential

statistics, the data in text “should allow readers to confirm the basic
reported analyses (e.g., cell means, standard deviations, sample sizes,
correlations)” [5]. In fact, the APA style normalizes this process by

presenting a list of statistical abbreviations and symbols to be used

in text (e.g., “M” for “mean”, “Mdn” for “median”).

Within the HCI community, recommendations for transparent

statistics call for quantitative results to provide effect sizes (includ-

ing the direction of the difference, the unit, and the type of estimate

and uncertainty) [53] and interval estimates [30]. These values are

easier to interpret and compare graphically [30, 39, 87], but textual

reports are commonly chosen as an alternative because “space may
not always permit a graphical report” [53].

As a result, scientific documents often report numerical data in

a semi-structured way using specific symbols and patterns.

2.2 How to Best Present Numerical Values?
There are three ways to include numerical values in documents:

inline with sentence text, in a table, and in some form of graph-

ical visualization [26, 153]. It has long been suggested that these

representations are not equivalent and should be chosen care-

fully [5, 37, 43, 64, 65, 78, 87, 92]. We review two relevant situations.

When there are few values: While visualization experts generally

agree that “under no circumstance should text be used by itself to
convey important statistical data if more than a very few facts are
to be presented” [37] (also [26, 153]), they are divided on which

representation to use when faced with small datasets. Some state

that graphical visualizations with little content indicate a lack of

purpose [34], take up a lot of space [3, 64, 67], add to readers’

cognitive load [5, 44], and are costly to create [66]. Yet, experimental

evidence suggests a general advantage for visualizations such as

bar charts, even when presenting only two values [31, 70, 138].
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When presenting the same information: Two different represen-

tations of the same information are often beneficial [78, 131, 136].

For example, Ottley et al. found that visualizations make it easy to

identify critical information, but the precise numerical value was

easier to extract from text [108]. Early on, Tufte advocated for the

combination of words, numbers, and graphics and deplored the

segregation between figures and their associated text in scientific

manuscripts [26]. Experimentally, the Multimedia Principle shows

that people learn better when an image complements text [96]

and strong evidence suggests that illustrated texts improve reading

comprehension and recall [33, 45]. The general recommendation is

that authors should use text reinforced by graphics [37].

2.3 Issues With In-Text Data and Rationale for
Reader-Generated Interactive Charts

Data is usually reported in text, and at best presented visually in

static charts, which remains far from ideal for readers.

First, textual data is difficult to interpret. Numeric values make it

hard to perform analytic tasks such as identifying trends [99] and

are presented linearly in sentences broken at arbitrary points de-

pending on document layout [149]. Despite the advantages of data

visualizations, a document might present data only in text or tables.

In contrast, visualizations help understand the information [99, 139],

discover facts and insights about the data [72, 101, 103] and perform

general interpretive operations such as locating, deriving, inter-

polating, and comparing values [19, 29, 37, 99]. As such, allowing

readers to generate visualizations would be beneficial.

Second, data is segregated in documents and it is often tedious for

readers to combine and visualize the results reported in different

documents or different parts of the same document [104], because

documents segregate the information and the data, even when

related [149]. If readers can generate charts from the text, then they

could do it by combining two distinct parts of a document.

Third, textual report of results might be misinterpreted. Instead of

using dichotomous statistical testing such as thresholds on p-values,

it has been suggested that reporting interval estimates such as

confidence intervals could reduce misinterpretations and improve

understanding of results [30, 53]. Yet, these estimates are often

best conveyed graphically [56, 87]. For example, readers will have

difficulties deciding if two confidence intervals reported in text

overlap, and by how much (e.g., how different is 95% CI [-0.08, 0.5]

from 95% CI [0.1, 0.4]?).

We posit that the above mentioned issues could be alleviated by

supporting the dynamic generation of interactive charts and annota-

tions generated by the reader, in order to offer in-situ visualization,

comparison, and manipulation of numeric data included within

paragraphs of text. In the remainder of this document, we refer to

such interactive charts generated by the reader as Charagraphs.

3 RELATEDWORK
Reading is a multifaceted activity and skilled readers use a variety of

strategies to achieve their goals [2, 104]. In this section, we review

previous types of digital augmentations to help people actively

read and extract information from documents, and highlight how

previous existing solutions differ from Charagraphs.

3.1 Supporting Active Readers
Active reading was first identified with physical papers as “the com-
bination of reading with critical thinking and learning, and involves
not just reading per se, but also underlining, highlighting, and com-
menting.” [2, 115]. Initial efforts focused on bringing the capabilities
of pen and paper to digital environments [60, 86, 105, 112, 137] and

proceeded to extend them through powerful annotation [126, 130],

navigation [148], diagramming [143], and note-taking features [57].

Most readers engage in active reading to externalize thoughts [143],

reduce cognitive load [129], improve understanding [124], empha-

size key concepts [2], help memorization [100], aid in later re-

trieval [130] and share marks with others [147].

Since then, Bret Victor proposed a new definition by introducing

Explorable Explanations that “encourage truly active reading” and
turn text into “an environment to think in” instead of “information to
be consumed” [17]. Victor’s definition of active reading focuses on

interactive documents to explore, build intuition, make discoveries,

and reinforce or challenge knowledge. This idea has been applied

to different contexts, such as transparent statistical reports [32] and

visual exploration [46] (see Hohman et al. [59] for a review).

Both definitions express similar objectives and are used inter-

changeably in the literature, but differ in the role of the reader. In

Victor’s definition, readers engage with interactive elements. In

the original definition, readers create their own marks and this act

may be as important, if not more [68], than the marks left on the

document [2, 125, 143, 157].

These active reading ideas inspired our approach. In the same

way that readers highlight sentences and write in the margin [2,

115], Charagraphs can serve as a new kind of document annota-

tion. The act of creating a Charagraph prompts the reader to think

critically and learn, following the original definition of active read-

ing. And the resulting charts are compact representations of data

that can be quickly understood without more context [70, 153],

and serve as visual landmarks while browsing a document [85].

But Charagraphs also support Victor’s definition: once created, a

Charagraph lets readers explore, make discoveries, and reinforce

their knowledge about the data presented in the text.

3.2 Augmenting Existing Documents
Data-rich documents are notoriously challenging to write [21] and

visualization difficult to create [23, 43, 66]. Systems have been pro-

posed to help authors write better documents [21] and create better

data visualizations [28, 61, 89, 135, 140, 155]. However, the created

documents remain static which limits the exploration possibilities

for readers [17], and forces a split of attention between text and

figures [6]. Other systems have targeted the design of interactive

documents [24, 81, 144], but these require a substantial amount

of work for authors and are often incompatible with PDF-based

workflows such as academic publishing.

An alternate approach adopted by our work is to augment exist-

ing documents semi-automatically. Such systems have been used

to direct readers’ attention to specific sentences [22, 40, 154, 158],

provide definitions of unknown terms and symbols [54], integrate

relevant information and commentary from follow-up work [120],

and generate summaries [142]. Some systems help readers inter-

pret and manipulate the results by enhancing the visualizations
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already present in the document. For example, redesigning charts

to be more useful [128], with added overlays [73], and interactive

features [88, 95]. Or the text can be leveraged to automatically an-

notate existing charts [62, 76] and interactively connect text and

charts [113]. However, all of these approaches assume the author

originally included visualizations in the document.

Another idea explored by Elastic Documents is to generate new

chart visualizations from tables in a preprocessing data extraction

step performed on the entire document [7]. Data in tables are ex-

tracted and used to generate different static chart visualizations.

Readers can filter and browse the generated charts or select a sen-

tence in the document and let the system show the most relevant

charts. The relevance is calculated by matching the keywords from

the sentence and the table headers.

Charagraphs are similar to Elastic Documents in that they are

new visualizations complementing existing documents. However,

Charagraphs are annotations dynamically generated by readers

and for data contained within text such as sentences. This makes a

Charagraph highly customized by the reader for their needs and

tightly coupled with the text through bidirectional interactive fea-

tures to manipulate and compare the data.

3.3 Generating Visualizations from Text
Several tools propose methods to transform high-level textual de-

scriptions into data visualizations [41, 90, 102, 133] and infograph-

ics [27, 117] (see Shen et al. [134] for a survey). However, these

approaches differ from Charagraphs in that they are essentially

visualization authoring tools with natural language as the input

modality. Thus, they require a curated dataset provided by the

author and use short queries specifically crafted to generate a vi-

sualization from the dataset by referencing metadata like column

headers (e.g., “How much do various cars weigh?” or “draw a line

chart of daily sales forecasts” [141]).

Closer to our approach are methods to augment documents with

visualizations. Essentially the content of the document forms a

query to generate a visualization using an associated dataset. For

example, Kim et al. help readers relate to distances and areas men-

tioned in text by re-expressing them on a map and using familiar

landmarks [71]. Hullman et al. generalized this idea to help readers

understand physical measurements such as weights, lengths, and

volumes with different strategies to re-express them in a relatable

way such as comparing them with familiar objects [63]. An op-

timization method and a large dataset of familiar objects is used

to generate re-expressions using both text and images. Similarly,

Contextifier [62] and NewsViews [42] generate contextual visu-

alizations when reading news articles. Both systems pre-process

the document text and search for relevant data in existing exter-

nal databases. NewsViews generates interactive annotated maps

using commonly available data like unemployment and education

statistics. Contextifier generates stock charts annotated with news

article content using commonly available stock data.

In contrast, Charagraphs are generated by readers using only

data contained within the text of a document. Using an external

database is not necessary, and may not even be possible since text

data within scientific documents may not be easily accessed or

even available in common databases. In addition, Charagraphs

support many forms of chart visualizations, and are designed to be

interactively customized with strong linkages with the text data.

4 CHARACTERIZATION OF CHARAGRAPH
ACharagraph is a visualization that augments in-text data: this visu-

alization comprises text annotations overlaying the document and

a chart. Both the text annotations and the chart are interactive and

in-sync: modifications and interactions done on one representation

are reflected on the other.

We characterize a Charagraph along three dimensions: 1) what in-

text information can be leveraged; 2) how to present the textual and
graphical representation; and 3) what interactions can be performed

with both representations.

4.1 Information Leveraged
Designing an effective visualization often requires understanding

the data, its provenance, and its meaning [101]. Fortunately, para-

graphs are semantically rich. Beyond numbers, the structure and

formatting of sentences, the words, the style, and the suffix or prefix

used with numbers provide valuable information about the data.

We consider the different information that can be extracted from

the text and their impact on the graphical representation encodings

(marks) [13], embellishment (visual channels) [9], and meta-data

(titles, labels, and legend).

• Data corresponds to the values reported in text that are of in-

terest to the reader (Figure 2a). These are often numerical, but

could be categorical such as country names. Without additional

information, meaning can be inferred. For example, numbers

adding up to a 100 are likely proportions.

• Statistical terms explain how the data was obtained. For exam-

ple, how the data was aggregated or what transformation was

applied to it. These terms generally precede values (e.g., M=12,

SD=1.2 or 95% CI [1, 2]), and can inform the choice of encodings.

For example, error bars for standard deviation (Figure 2b).

• Units give general information on what the data is. They gener-

ally follow the values (e.g., 25%, 33 years, 8°C) and might inform

The temperature at 
night decreased 
between the first 
day (M=15°C, 
SD=3°C) and the 
last day (M=10°C, 
SD=2.5°C).

The temperature at 
night decreased 
between the first 
day (M=15°C, 
SD=3°C) and the 
last day (M=10°C, 
SD=2.5°C).

The temperature at 
night decreased 
between the first 
day (M=15°C, 
SD=3°C) and the 
last day (M=10°C, 
SD=2.5°C).

The temperature at 
night decreased 
between the first 
day (M=15°C, 
SD=3°C) and the 
last day (M=10°C, 
SD=2.5°C).

The temperature at 
night decreased 
between the first 
day (M=15°C, 
SD=3°C) and the 
last day (M=10°C, 
SD=2.5°C).

(a) Data (c) Units (d) Labels(b) Statistical-terms (e) Semantics

Te
m
pe

ra
tu
re

Day
First Last

Figure 2: Information that can be leveraged from the text with examples of the design of the Charagraph.
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The temperature at night 
decreased between the first 
day (M=15°C, SD=3°C,      ) 
and the last day (M=10°C, 
SD=2.5°C,        ). Te

m
pe

ra
tu
re

Day
First Last

decrease between 
first and last day

The temperature at 
night decreased 
between the first 
d a y ( M = 1 5 ° C , 
SD=3°C) and the 
last day (M=10°C, 
SD=2.5°C).

The temperature at 
night decreased 
between the first 
d a y ( M = 1 5 ° C , 
SD=3°C) and the 
last day (M=10°C, 
SD=2.5°C).

(b) Separate (c) Text in Chart(a) Chart in TextText Chart

Figure 3: Level of integration of the chart and text representations. Dashed outline indicates levels specific to Charagraphs.

the choice of encodings. For example, a percent suggests a pie

chart whereas a timeline may be best for years. Units can also

suggest embellishment, such as representing temperature data

as bars styled as thermometer (Figure 2c).

• Labels describe the context of the data in the document (Fig-

ure 2d). Their placement relative to the data depends on the

sentence structure (e.g., the first day of May [...] was 15°C). It can

serve as meta-data to label data points, legends, and axes and

also change embellishment. For example, colouring a series blue

if nearby text refers to an ocean.

• Semantics correspond to why the data was included in the doc-

ument (e.g., it dropped from [data] to [data]). Semantic-aware

Charagraphs might change the encodings depending on the rea-

son; a line chart better represents a sentence describing a trend,

whereas a bar chart better represents a comparison (Figure 2d).

4.2 Level of Integration
The presentation of the textual and graphical forms offers one

dimension to control the narration. Mandl and Levin note that

“the medium processed in the first place can elicit an attitude, which
determines the processing of the other medium” [93]. The prominence

of each representation can be manipulated to orient readers toward

a more controlled (text-driven or author-driven) or exploratory

(visualization-driven or reader-driven) narrative [132]. Figure 3

lists the different levels of integration of the graphical and textual

information, going from only text to only charts.

• Chart in Text puts the emphasis on the textual representation

and follows the narration of the document. A Charagraph can

achieve this by using word-scale visualizations [47, 49, 149] (also

called micro visualizations [110] or word-sized graphics [12, 149])

that are known to help readers retain information while read-

ing [48] and also support interaction [50, 51, 79] (Figure 3a).

• Separate lets readers decide which representation best suits their
needs. A Charagraph achieves this by having both representa-

tions equally visible, shown side-by-side in their own separate

views (Figure 3b).

• Text in Chart commonly referred to as an “annotated chart” puts

the emphasis on the graphical representation. Readers are less

guided than with a strict sentence order (Figure 3c). Annotations

are a common device to support data-driven story-telling [123].

Similarly, a Charagraph achieves this by presenting the chart vi-

sualization with textual annotations to emphasize a few elements

(see Ren et al. [122] for a review of annotation types).

4.3 Interaction Contexts
A Charagraph acts as a static visualization when not being inter-

acted with. Otherwise, it has two interaction contexts based on the

position of the pointer: in-text and in-chart. Previous work on read-

ing behaviours with interactive documents [25, 46, 160] suggests

that readers use in-text interactions to follow the document narra-

tive and in-chart interactions to explore and engage with the data.

To connect the representations, feedback is synchronized between

text and visualizations.

• In-Text interaction is most likely during close-reading, when

sentences are read carefully one after the other. As such, the

interaction should be limited to connecting text to a visualization

to support the narrative rather than distract from it. For example,

the pointer position can serve as proxy for reading position so

only values included in the current sentence under the pointer

Identify Compare SortFilter Summarize

(a) In-Text

(b) In-Chart Mean

The temperature at 
night decreased 
between the first 
d a y ( M = 1 5 ° C , 
SD=3°C) and the 
last day (M=10°C, 
SD=2.5°C).

The temperature at 
night decreased 
between the first 
d a y ( M = 1 5 ° C , 
SD=3°C) and the 
last day (M=10°C, 
SD=2.5°C).

5

The temperature at 
night decreased 
between the first 
d a y ( M = 1 5 ° C , 
SD=3°C) and the 
last day (M=10°C, 
SD=2.5°C).

The temperature at 
night decreased 
between the first 
d a y ( M = 1 5 ° C , 
SD=3°C) and the 
last day (M=10°C, 
SD=2.5°C).

The temperature at 
night decreased 
between the first 
d a y ( M = 1 5 ° C , 
SD=3°C) and the 
last day (M=10°C, 
SD=2.5°C).

Figure 4: Interaction contexts for different data exploration tasks.
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(a) Delimit selection

From students’ feedback in the 7-point Likert post-task ques-
tionnaire, we found that students did not feel nervous (M=2.25, 
SD=0.14), anxious (M=2.26, SD=0.15), uncomfortable (M=2.1, 
SD=0.13), or being distracted by the student end of Glancee (M=2.3, 
SD=0.14). And being monitored only made them somewhat engaged 
(M=4.21, SD=0.21). Overall, students were willing to use such a tool 
in the future (M=5.36, SD=0.15). 
   During the study, we found that no student participants turned on 
the camera (several students turned on the camera and then

=□ (M=□, SD=0. , SD=□) □, SD=0.1 □),

(b) Select a data-group

From students’ feedback in the 7-point Likert post-task ques-
tionnaire, we found that students did not feel nervous (M=2.25, 
SD=0.14), anxious (M=2.26, SD=0.15), uncomfortable (M=2.1, 
SD=0.13), or being distracted by the student end of Glancee (M=2.3, 
SD=0.14). And being monitored only made them somewhat engaged 
(M=4.21, SD=0.21). Overall, students were willing to use such a tool 
in the future (M=5.36, SD=0.15). 
   During the study, we found that no student participants turned on 
the camera (several students turned on the camera and then

Day Mean (°C) SD
Sunday 22.1 4.2
Monday 23.9 3.9
Tuesday 21 4
Wednesday 22.5 2.3

Figure 5: Selecting data to visualize: (a) delimiting using traditional text select or marquee selection; (b) selecting one of the
data groups suggested by the system.

are highlighted with values before or after the pointer position de-

emphasized or hidden. Figure 4a illustrates the minimal feedback

in text as a result of the synchronization with the chart.

• In-Chart interaction indicates that readers are going beyond

the document narrative. As such, the interaction should apply

to all the data from the Charagraph, and can support common

data exploration tasks such as comparing, filtering, sorting, and

summarizing [4] (Figure 4b).

5 CHARAGRAPH DOCUMENT VIEWER
We built a system to generate Charagraphs inside a document

viewer. We focus on giving readers tools to create and customize

Charagraphs instead of fully automating their creation. We argue

that, akin to active reading, the creation process is part of sense-

making. By enabling readers to select and decide on the best visual-

ization, they actively participate in understanding the text and the

data. From our characterization, we focus on the “Separate” level of

integration as it offers the maximum bandwidth of information for

both representation and let readers decide on the representation

to use. Similarly, the system only leverages information in “Data”,

“Statistical-terms” and “Units” and gives the tools to customize the

Charagraph further. A live version of our system is accessible online:

http://ns.inria.fr/loki/charagraph

5.1 Select In-Text Data
A reader who wants to visualize part of data included in text first

needs to delimit where it is located in the document and then specify

the data of interest through a “data-group menu”.

5.1.1 Delimit a Selection. There are two mechanisms to let readers

delimit a selection before prompting the data-group menu.

• Traditional Text Selection use standard text segmentationmethods

such as dragging to have a selection snapping to letters and triple-

clicking to select a whole sentence.

• Rectangular Marquee Selection allows readers to select all text

contained within a rectangle formed by the selection. This tries

to address the limitations of traditional text selection caused by

small motor errors [11], snapping mechanisms [20], and unre-

lated elements that are selected in documents that do not preserve

sentence-structures such as PDF. For example, selecting the col-

umn of a table in a PDF often selects other columns or entire

rows because the selection is designed for sentences.

To distinguish between selection methods, a marquee selection

must be started outside the text. In both cases, readers only need

to select a text portion containing the data of interest to guide the

system and reduce the number of data-group suggestions.

5.1.2 Choose a Data-Group. A data-group is a group of values

deemed semantically similar by the system. Because data included

in text can take various forms and may be intertwined with other in-

formation, readers can refine their selections using system-generated

suggestions of data-groups.

When a portion of text containing data is selected, a data-group

menu is displayed below the selected portion (Figure 5b). The

groups are sorted based on the number of values they contain. The

first group always contains all the values in the selected portion,

whereas the other groups are formed based on the text preceding

and following the values. This allows to form groups based on

the “statistical-terms” and “units” as per our characterization (Sec-

tion 4) and potentially also works when the sentence use a similar

structure to introduce numbers. For example, text reporting mean

and standard deviation in APA-style will have at least two data

groups for values preceded by “M=” and “SD=” (Figure 5). Similarly,

text reporting the evolution of a statistic over time will often use

prepositions such as “from” and “to” that would distinguish them.

Options in the menu are named after their preceding and follow-

ing text, and the position of the value is represented by a square.

Readers can preview the selection by hovering over each option.

When the cursor is placed above an option, the corresponding nu-

meric values in the text are highlighted (Figure 5b). Clicking an

option immediately creates a Charagraph from the selected values.

5.1.3 Edit the Selection. After a Charagraph is created, readers can

add or remove values to further refine the selection. A right-click

on one of the underlined values in the text opens a context menu

with the option to remove the value. Right-clicking a data point in

the chart opens the same context menu. A right-click on a value

not currently included opens a context menu with the option to

add the value to the current Charagraph.

5.2 Customize the Visualization
By default, newly created Charagraphs appear in the margin, show

values with vertical bars, and have numbered tick and legend labels.

Readers can change those defaults to customize the visualization.

Similarly, all Charagraphs can be resized and moved using direct

dragging manipulations.

5.2.1 Change Visualization. Readers can choose visualizationsmore

suited to their task [127] or the data [119]. The system supports

http://ns.inria.fr/loki/charagraph
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(a) Horizontal bar chart (b) Vertical bar chart (c) Line chart (d) Pie chart

Figure 6: Changing visualizations. All transitions are animated to keep track of changes.

popular chart types [10] and related visualizations that can be gen-

erated from data typically found in-text: horizontal and vertical bar

charts for aggregated quantities, such as means, and for compari-

son between data series; line charts to visualize the evolution of a

measurement; and pie charts to show proportions (shown to have

a slight advantage over bar charts for more complex data [139]).

Readers may change the visualization using buttons above the

Charagraph (Figure 6). To help readers track the data and under-

stand the new visualization, the change is animated. The current

representation “morphs” into the new one, following animated tran-

sition recommendations [55]. For example, each bar in a bar chart

progressively morphs into each marker counterpart in a line chart

(transition Figure 6b-c).

5.2.2 Rename Elements. By default, the axis ticks and legends are

labelled using a whole number index based on their order of ap-

pearance in the text. The index numbers and any other text element

in the Charagraph can be renamed by direct manipulation. Dou-

ble clicking any text element enables readers to change the text

associated with that element such as tick labels or legends.

5.3 Combine Information
Readers can combine data from different parts of a document by

merging Charagraphs through a drag-and-drop interaction (Fig-

ure 7). Those compound Charagraphs support multiple series to

compare different results and identify trends, and using other series

as error bars to visualize the variability and uncertainty of the data.

5.3.1 Add Series. Readers can create a Charagraph with two or

more series by creating a Charagraph for each series separately and

then merging them through a drag and drop interaction. To reveal

this feature to users, drop zones overlay all other Charagraphs

whenever a Charagraph is dragged (Figure 7a). If the Charagraph

is dropped over the “Add Series” zone of another Charagraph, it is

modified to include the new series and the dragged Charagraph is

removed. If the Charagraph is a bar chart, it becomes a grouped

bar chart (Figure 7b).

5.3.2 Add Error Bars. Adding error bars follows the same inter-

action as adding series, except the Charagraph with the error bar

values needs to be dropped in the zone called “Add Error Bars”

(Figure 7a). The dragged Charagraph is turned into error bars that

overlay the Charagraph (Figure 7c).

5.4 Interact with Charagraphs
Charagraphs support interactivity to perform data exploration

tasks [159], facilitate the connection between text and chart [76,

113, 160], and boost engagement [59]. The goal is to enable the

most common visual data exploration tasks where simple visual

inspection is not enough. Following Amar et al.’s taxonomy of ana-

lytic tasks, this includes filtering to find data cases matching certain

conditions, computing derived values such as means or counts,

and sorting to rank data cases [4]. Annotations in the text are syn-

chronized with the corresponding chart and both text and chart

representations are interactive, following recommendations from

our characterization (Section 4).

(a) Drag and drop of Charagraphs (b) Add series (c) Add error bars

Figure 7: Combining information in two Charagraphs: (a) dragging a Charagraph onto a drop zone in another Charagraph
combines data in different ways; (b) adding a new series; or (c) adding error bars.
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On Monday, the 
temperature was 20.4°C. 
On Tuesday it dropped 
to 15.2°C. Then, it kept 

changing: 10.7°C on 
Wednesday and 28.8°C 

on Thursday 

On Monday, the 
temperature was 20.4°C. 
On Tuesday it dropped 
to 15.2°C. Then, it kept 

changing: 10.7°C on 
Wednesday and 28.8°C 

on Thursday 

(a) Identify (b) Filter (c) Compare & Summarize (d) Sort

Figure 8: Text and chart interactions: (a) hovering above numbers in text or chart elements identifies connections; (b) moving
the cursor on the Y axis controls a threshold to filter numbers; (c) clicking two values compare them and clicking more than 2
values calculates the mean; (d) right-clicking opens a contextual menu to sort.

5.4.1 Identify. Readers can hover over a value in the text or a

data point in the chart to see the value highlighted in the text and

the chart. The entire document is dimmed except for the sentence

containing the value to highlight the context in which the value was

reported (Figure 8a). This highlighting interaction helps connect

the values across the text and chart [80]. For example, even with

unlabelled charts, the reader can determine the highest value by

locating the highest bar in the chart, then pointing at it to locate it

in text and find the corresponding label (Figure 8a).

5.4.2 Filter. Finding values above or below a threshold is done in

the chart by moving the cursor over the Y-axis (X-axis for horizon-

tal bars). A horizontal line is shown at the location of the cursor

indicating how many values are above or below. Values above the

threshold are highlighted in both the text and the chart (Figure 8b).

5.4.3 Compare and Summarize. Values in the text and in the chart

can be clicked to remain selected. Derived values are calculated from

the selection: if two values are selected, their difference is shown

in the chart (Figure 8c left); if three or more values are selected,

the mean is calculated with a bar displayed at the corresponding

position (Figure 8c right).

5.4.4 Sort. Values follow the order of appearance in the text by

default, but can be sorted by ascending and descending order by

right-clicking the chart and selecting the corresponding option in

a context menu (Figure 8d). The sorting operation is animated to

help readers understand and locate elements [55].

5.5 Implementation
We implemented the system using TypeScript and React [121] for

the interface, PrimeReact [116] for the library of graphical com-

ponents, and Apache ECharts [35, 84] for the visualizations. Ev-

erything is implemented inside the PDF.js [111] PDF viewer, the

default PDF reader used by Mozilla Firefox. Our system works with

all PDF documents and can be used as a general PDF viewer. The

full source code is hosted online: http://ns.inria.fr/loki/charagraph.

In this section, we provide details for the two main components

required to create a Charagraph: the selection of text and the gen-

eration and extraction of data from text.

5.5.1 Structural Text Selection with PDFs. Because the PDF format

is focused on visual display and small file size, the format stores

text at a character-level layout with no formal representation of

sentences and paragraphs
1
. PDF viewers traditionally reconstruct

1
PDF can technically be more structured using tags, often for accessibility purposes

(see ISO 32000-1:2008§14.8). However, very few PDFs contain those tags in practise.

sentences based on the order of characters and their position on the

page: two characters may be merged based on arbitrary distance

thresholds. In PDF.js, the reconstructed sentences are invisibly

overlayed on the PDF using a collection of <span> tags. The web
browser then handles text selection using the invisible text layer.

This approach has twomain drawbacks: (1) Sentence reconstruction

is imperfect and words may be improperly merged while others

may be merged when they should not; and (2) the web browser

maps user input to a list of span tags with no structural knowledge

of the PDF. This causes unexpected and spurious selections.

Text selection was re-implemented inside the system to be con-

sistent and support marquee selection. The algorithm relies on a

geometric and semantic representation of the document: The geo-

metric representation is obtained by modifying PDF.js to return

the precise location and size of the text on the page. The semantic

representation is generated from the text reconstructed by PDF.js.

The representations are aligned so that a shape maps to a precise

index in the text, and vice versa. This allows the marquee selection

to function because individual characters are precisely located and

selected only if included within a rectangle. The traditional text

selection is based on the semantic representation and reproduces

typical behaviour.

Algorithm 1: Generation of data-group suggestions based

on prefixes

Input: A text portion 𝑡 and the maximum length𝑚 of the

prefixes

Output: A list of data-group suggestions

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 ← substrings within 𝑡 matching

/[-+.]?[0-9]+[.]?[0-9]*([eE][-+]?[0-9]+)?/

𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠 ← [group formed from 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠]

foreach 𝑛 ∈ numbers do
for 𝑙 ← 0 to𝑚 do

𝑝𝑔← { }

𝑝 ← substring of length 𝑙 preceding 𝑑

if p does not match /\s*[,\.\(:\s]\s*/ then
foreach 𝑐 ∈ numbers do

if 𝑐 is prefixed by 𝑝 then 𝑝𝑔.𝑎𝑑𝑑 (𝑐)
if 𝑝𝑔 ∉ 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠 then 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠.𝑎𝑑𝑑 (𝑝𝑔)

return 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠 sorted by size

http://ns.inria.fr/loki/charagraph
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5.5.2 Data-Group Suggestion. The suggestion algorithm works by

identifying numbers in text with a regular expression and then

grouping these values based on their suffix and prefix. Because the

algorithm forms all possible groups, the list is pruned. Groups that

are identical in the values that they select are merged. And groups

with prefix and suffix that are empty spaces or punctuation marks

are excluded. The resulting list is sorted from largest to smallest

group and used as suggestions. The pseudocode of the algorithm

to form groups based on prefixes is provided in Algorithm 1 (the

algorithm for suffixes is identical except it matches the text follow-

ing the numbers). In the system, we set the maximum length of

prefixes and suffixes to 20.

6 USER STUDY
It is generally accepted that charts are better at communicating

trends [99], proportions [139], uncertainty, and effect sizes [30, 39,

53] all while making it easier to interpolate [19], predict [99], and

perform general interpretive operations such as locating, deriv-

ing, or comparing values [29, 37]. In contrast, text is preferred for

compact representations and to extract exact numerical values.

However, these findings were obtained with charts carefully

designed. It is unclear whether these findings apply to interactive

charts generated from and read alongside data-rich texts in the

wild. And it is unclear whether the benefits of showing the same

information in two different forms outweigh the cognitive costs.

We conducted a two-part user study: part one evaluates the

usability of the system and its interaction model (Can people use
our system to create Charagraphs?); part two evaluates the utility of

Charagraphs (Do people benefit from having Charagraphs compared
to only text?). Both parts isolate the aspect being evaluated. For the

sake of clarity, the two parts are presented in different sections,

although participants did both in the same session.

6.1 Participants
We recruited 12 participants (23 to 36 age range, mean = 28.9, 7 iden-

tified as female, 5 as male) from a local university. All participants

were graduate students or researchers from the fields of Computer

Science or Medical Science. On a 5-point scale, they all reported

frequently reading documents that include in-text numbers such

as scientific or news articles (Mdn=5, SD=0.8) and that they were

familiar with common descriptive statistics such as standard devia-

tions and p-values (Mdn=4, SD=0.6). In appreciation for their time,

participants received a compensation of $15 CAD.

6.2 Apparatus
Participants took part in the study remotely from their personal

computer. The experiment was hosted online and participants

shared their screen with the experimenter. The interaction of the

participants with the website (e.g., clicks, movements, time, answers

to questions), a screen capture, and the microphone were recorded.

7 STUDY PART 1: USABILITY
Participants were asked to create Charagraphs to help answer four

questions about data presented in a text excerpt. Since we are ex-

amining usability of the Charagraph system, the questions serve as

goals to motivate the use Charagraphs. The four questions repre-

sented two common tasks (two questions per task) based on tax-

onomies of tasks related to information visualizations [4, 16]. These

questions can be solved easily and quickly, but require an under-

standing of the visualization. Each question is multiple-choice with

up to eight choices. For example, a ‘Filter’ task was expressed in a

question like “How many are above/below [number]?” and a ‘Find

Extremum’ task expressed like “What is the maximum/minimum”
or “What is the [number]th largest/smallest?”.

7.1 Procedure
Introduction and Tutorial (10 mins) – After completing a demo-

graphic questionnaire, participants were informed that they would

“use a system to visualize the data presented in-text”. Participants
went through a fragmented tutorial in which they reviewed a video-

tutorial and then immediately practised what they just saw, but on

a different text. There were 4 steps to the tutorial: 1) selecting and

extracting numbers from the text to create a Charagraph; 2) adding

error bars; 3) adding series; and 4) interacting with the Charagraph.

The text used in the video was created for the study and presented

the life expectancy for different continents in 2000 (in a paragraph)

and in 2015 (in a table). Participants practised on a similar fictitious

paragraph and table presenting the evolution of the temperature at

two different periods. The experimenter could intervene if needed.

Usability Task (15 mins) – Participants were presented a text excerpt
and asked to “Create a visualization to help you answer questions
about [some data presented in the text]”. The experimenter did not

intervene and participants were free to create any Charagraph. The

questions were presented after the participants created at least

one Charagraph and pressed “Next”. Both the paragraph and the

created Charagraphs remained visible during question-answering.

This phase was repeated for the three different text excerpts, always

in the same order. At the end, participants completed a System

Usability Scale (SUS) [18] and rated statements on a 5-point scale.

7.2 Text Excerpts
We extracted three text excerpts from different sources. All excerpts

did not have an associated visualization in their original document

and are therefore concrete use cases for Charagraphs. The excerpts

were given to participants unchanged and also included other irrel-

evant data to the task. It is the participants’ responsibility to extract

only the information of interest to create a Charagraph.

• The Survey excerpt is a paragraph extracted from a report pub-

lished by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization (UNESCO) about the most dominant languages in

films produced in 2009 [1]. It is comprised of 97 words and re-

ports 13 different numbers, of which only 5 (the number of films

for different languages) are of interest to complete the task.

• The Scientific excerpt is a paragraph extracted from a paper

published at the ACM CHI 2022 conference [83] reporting the

response to a Likert questionnaire. Both means and standard

deviations are reported in APA style. The paragraph is 74 words

long and contains 12 numbers, of which 10 are of interest (5

means and their corresponding standard deviations).

• The Weekly Reports excerpt was formed by merging two con-

secutive weekly reports about the number of cases of COVID
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Higher is better

Lower is better

(a) System Usability Scale (SUS)

Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

(b) 5-point Scale Statements

Higher is better

Lower is better

Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

(c) Time to create a Charagraph
0sec 45sec 90sec 135sec 180sec

SURVEY

SCIENTIFIC

WEEKLY REPORT

I thought the system was easy to use

I would imagine that most people would learn to 
use this system very quickly

I found the various function in this system were 
well integrated

I felt very confident using the system

I think that I would like to use this system 
frequently

I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get 
going with this system

I found the system unnecessarily complex

I thought there was too much inconsistency in this 
system

I think I would need the support of a technical 
person to use this system

I found the system very cumbersome to use

I felt limited by the system

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

I was able to filter which data would the 
visualization contain

I found the visualization quick to create

I was able to create the visualization that I had in 
mind

Figure 9: Result summary of the usability part of the study. Mean and standard deviation of participants’ answers to the SUS
and the statements on a 5-point scale. Average time to create a Charagraph.

published by the World Health Organization [106, 107]. The ex-

cerpt consists of 218 words and 31 numbers. Only six numbers

are relevant to the task (the number of cases for three countries

in the first week, and their corresponding number of cases in the

following week).

The three excerpts were chosen to cover potential use cases for

Charagraphs: show a distribution and compare different values

(Survey), visualizemeans and uncertainty or variability (Scientific),

and visualize the evolution or trend (Weekly Reports).

7.3 Results
All participants were able to use our system to create Charagraphs.

Additionally, they correctly answered all the stimuli questions about

the text excerpts. Figure 9 summarizes the results.

7.3.1 Time. The time it took participants to read the text and create

Charagraphs ranged from 36s to 3min 13s (M=1min 36s, SD=38s).

Participants were the fastest with Scientific (M=1min 14s, SD=27s),

followed by Survey (M=1min 32s, SD=26s) and Weekly Reports

(M=2min 2s, SD=42s).

7.3.2 Questionnaire. The average SUS usability score was 81
2

(Mdn=81.2, SD=5.2) and the participants felt that they could use the

system quickly and successfully: on a 5-point scale (1-strongly dis-

agree, 5-strongly agree), they rated that they were able to create

the visualization that they had in mind (Mdn=5, SD=0.4, ), they

did not feel limited by the system (Mdn=1, SD=0.6, ), they

were able to filter which data to extract and visualize (Mdn=5, SD=0,

), and they found the visualization quick to create (Mdn=5,

SD=0.3, ).

7.3.3 How Charagraphs Were Created. Participants took 55s on

average to read the text before initiating the creation of their first

Charagraph. Regular text selection was used 72% of the time, and

all participants relied on the automatic suggestions rather than

selecting the values manually. Participants were also mostly right

the first time: they deleted only 9% of the Charagraphs they created.

2
A SUS score above 80 is considered ‘Good’ [8]

In terms of type of visualization selected, most participants stuck

to the default bar chart, adding error bars for Survey (11/12) and

another series forWeekly Reports (11/12). Only one participant

used a line chart for Weekly Reports, and another participant

used a pie chart for Survey although they switched to a bar chart

after seeing the questions.

8 STUDY PART 2: UTILITY
In this second part of the study, we focused on the utility of Chara-

graph. Because, we are interested by the quality of the answers

given by participants, we use a broader range of tasks and questions

that are more challenging to answer than in the usability task. We

eliminate the usability component to keep the study focused on util-

ity. All results are compared against a baseline text-only condition.

Note that this part immediately followed the usability part.

8.1 Text Excerpts
We extracted three types of excerpts covering typical use cases

for Charagraphs. For each type, we extracted two excerpts from

different sources resulting in six excerpts in total.

• Proportion excerpts were obtained from two sources: 1) a news

website reporting on the proportion of White Americans eligible

voters per state during the 2020 presidential election [52]; and 2)

the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reporting on the unemploy-

ment rate among the major worker groups [151]. Both excerpts

report seven different percentages.

• Uncertain paragraphs were obtained from two papers published

at CHI [91, 145]. They report the results for 6 and 7 items to a

questionnaire using strict APA and APA-like styles resulting in

12 and 14 numbers for both mean and standard deviation.

• Evolution paragraphs were obtained from two articles pub-

lished by the UNESCO. One reported the evolution of the adult

literacy rate between 1990 and 2016 for 5 regions, resulting in

10 numbers [150]. The other reported on the evolution of the

production of films between 2005 and 2009 for five countries,

resulting in 10 numbers [1].
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The excerpts were given to participants unaltered (retaining style,

wording, and spacing).

8.2 Conditions
This part of the study had two conditions:

• Baseline: the text excerpts are loaded in a traditional PDF reader

with typical features such as text selection, zooming, and key-

word search (CTRL-F).

• Charagraph: the condition is identical to Baseline except the

PDF reader allows the creation of Charagraphs (using the system

described in Section 5). Because this part of the study does not

evaluate the usability of our system, and in order to guarantee

that the Charagraphs would be useful to answer questions, the

Charagraphs were designed prior to the study and participants

were instructed to replicate them. We still chose to make par-

ticipants create the Charagraph instead of just automatically

generating it; we argue that the act of creating the Charagraph

is part of the understanding. Additionally, we make participants

use Charagraphs without labels. Our motivation is twofold: first,

we believe that labels are optional because the information can

be obtained through the interactivity and participants explicitly

selected the data to plot, thus they already know what it repre-

sents. Second, with labels, most of the questions can be answered

solely using the chart. While this is one of the motivations for

Charagraphs, several studies have already shown the superiority

of graphical representations over text [3, 26, 44, 67, 153]. By re-

moving labels, we ensure that participants will go back-and-forth

between graphical and textual representation, which is a more

challenging and realistic scenario.

8.3 Test Questions
For each text excerpt, we designed six questions that could be

answered only by reading the text. The questions were chosen to

represent the most common data analysis activities [4, 16, 119]:

• Retrieve: “What is the value for [item]?”
• Filter: “How many [items] are above/below [threshold]?”
• Derive: “What is the difference between [item] and [item]?”
• Extremum: “What is the [i]th largest/smallest?”
• Specific questions depending on the type of excerpts.

– Similarity questions for Proportion excerpts: “What are the
two most similar/dissimilar [items]?”

– Variability questions for Uncertain excerpts: “What is the
[item] with the largest/smallest variability?”.

– Trend questions for Evolution excerpts: “What [item] had the
largest/smallest increase in [value] between [year] and [year]?”.

All questions were pilot-tested before running the experiment to

make sure they were clear and understandable. For each question,

the participants were shown all possible answers or a list of eight

possible answers (for Derive and Filter) in a random order.

8.4 Procedure
Utility Task (25 mins) – Participants were presented with a text

excerpt and, after pressing “Next”, had to answer six questions

about some of the data presented in-text. The questions were shown

below the PDF reader and participants were given no time limit

to read and answer the questions. Participants went through both

conditions and all six excerpts, although in different orders. After

each condition, participants completed a raw NASA-TLX and rated

statements on a 5-point scale (1-strongly disagree, 5-strongly agree).

• In the Baseline condition, when the text was first presented

(and before answering questions) participants were prompted to

“Read the paragraph and press ‘Next”’. The text remained visible

during the question-answering.

• In the Charagraph condition, participants had to follow in-

structions to create a specific Charagraph: The instructions were

only shown when the text was first presented (before answering

questions) and the experimenter made sure that the participant

created the expected Charagraph. To help participants under-

stand what the visualization represented, the instructions were

preceded by a brief explanation such as “Visualize the number
of films produced in 2009”. The Charagraph, along with the text,

remained visible during the question-answering and participants

were free to interact with the Charagraph or not.

Semi-Structured Interview (10 mins) – At the end of the session, the

experimenter conducted a semi-structured interview. Participants

were given the opportunity to comment on any aspect of the study

or the system. The experimenter also initiated discussions about

the participants’ preferred condition, the aspects of the system they

found most useful, their strategies, if they would use such a system,

in what context, and on what kinds of documents.

8.5 Ordering
Text excerpts and their associated questions were presented with

an order following a balanced Latin square. We ensured that 1) each

participant saw each text excerpt exactly once; 2) each condition had

exactly one text excerpt of each type; and 3) a text excerpt appeared

exactly once at every possible position every six participants. As

such, half of the participants saw the same text excerpt in the

Baseline condition, while the other half saw it in the Charagraph

condition. Additionally, we balanced the order of the conditions:

half of the participants started with the Baseline condition while

the other half started with the Charagraph condition.

8.6 Results
We calculate p-values using Student’s t-test when the values are

normally distributed (time) and a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test oth-

erwise (correctness, workload, and 5-point scales) using the stats

module from scipy [152].

8.6.1 Correctness. Wilcoxon Signed-Rank found a significant ef-

fect of the condition on correctness (p=.003, z=-2.98). Participants

weremore correct at answering questionswithCharagraph (M=98.61,

SD=11.7) than Baseline (M=92.59, SD=26.19). In fact, aside from three

participants who correctly answered all questions regardless of

the condition, the other nine participants had consistently higher

accuracy with Charagraph than Baseline.

8.6.2 Time. The t-test did not find a significant effect of the condi-

tion on time (p=.15, t=1.46). Participants spent a similar amount of

time to answer questions with Charagraph (M=1min 38s, SD=55s)

than Baseline (M=1min 28s, SD=1min 13s).
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Figure 10: Results to (a) the raw NASA-TLX; (b) the average time to answer; (c) the average percent of incorrect answers; and (d)
the 5-point scale statements. Error bars represented standard deviation. Statistical significance represented by a ‘*’

8.6.3 Workload (NASA-TLX). Wilcoxon Signed-Rank found a sig-

nificant effect of condition on mental demand (p<.003, z=-2.95), frus-

tration (p=.007, z=-2.67), effort (p=.002, z=-3.09) and performance (p=.03,

z=-2.14). No significant effect for temporal (p=.17, z=-1.38) and physi-

cal demand (p=.07, z=-1.84). Compared to Baseline, Charagraph

had lower mental demand (M=7 vs. M=16.2), frustration (M=3.7 vs.

M=10.8), effort (M=6.7 vs. M=15.5), and higher performance (M=18.5 vs.

M=16.5).

8.6.4 Questionnaire. All 12 participants preferred Charagraph

over Baseline. They found the answers easier to find with Chara-

graph (Mdn=5, SD=0.5, ) compared to Baseline (Mdn=2, SD=0.9,

) and the difference was significant (p=.003, z=-2.97). Impor-

tantly, participants did not findCharagraphs to be distracting (Mdn=1,

SD=0.3, ) and instead all agreed that it helped them answer

the questions (Mdn=5, SD=0.4, ).

8.6.5 Interactions Used. On average, participants hovered over the

chart while answering 83% of the questions, and over the text in

44% of the questions. Counting the number of interactions in each

context, clicking a value in the chart was the top interaction when

answering Extremum (78%), Similarity (59%), Variability (65%),

and Trend (75%) questions. In contrast, clicking values in-text was

preferred for Derive questions (64%). The filter interaction was

the top interaction only for Filter questions (100%). Retrieve

questions were most often answered without interacting with the

text (3%) nor chart (11%).

9 DISCUSSION
We discuss the results by first answering our two research ques-

tions and then open the discussion to other themes that stem from

observations and participants’ comments.

People can use our system to create Charagraphs. All participants
were able to create Charagraphs and use their main features to

answer questions. Participants even customized the Charagraphs

to their preferences: some participants kept visualizations separate

because they disliked error bars, changed their style, and renamed

ticks and legends.

People benefit from having Charagraphs compared to only text. Par-
ticipants answered the questions more correctly with Charagraphs

(98.61%) compared to text only (92.59%) and used and found use-

ful all the main features of Charagraphs. All of them preferred

Charagraphs and would like to use the system again. This was

also reflected in the questionnaires. Participants had lower mental

demand, effort, and frustration with Charagraph than when us-

ing text alone. Although harder to measure, participants’ reactions

suggest that Charagraphs benefit other areas. For example, despite

having already read the text, P6 commented “Wow! It’s them that
produce the most [films]? It’s mind-blowing” right after creating a
Charagraph. This suggests the potential of Charagraphs to discover

facts that would have been missed if only the text had been read.

9.1 Observations and Participants’ Comments
Charagraphs might change reading behaviours. Two participants

mentioned that knowing that they could create Charagraphs changed

how they read the text: P9 “When I know I can create a visualization
[...] it’s kind of like I already have an imagined figure in my mind
when I read a paragraph” and P4 “It was me thinking about oh, this
information would be useful for my graph [...] so I did this kind of
filtering while I was reading, so I was thinking a lot more about what I
was reading”. Researchers have suggested that the benefit of active

reading might not be in the marks left on paper but on the pro-

cess of creating those marks [2, 68, 125, 143, 157]. These comments

suggest a similar effect with Charagraphs.

Labels are not necessary but would have made answering questions
easier and faster.When designing the utility part of the study, we

decided against having participants add labels to Charagraphs. The

idea was to simulate a perhaps more realistic scenario in which a

user would not have to bother adding labels because they are not

absolutely necessary. We also thought that the alternative (with

labels) was too powerful considering that the questions become

answerable just from the Charagraph, without looking at the text.
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Participants commented that not having labels was not an issue

because of the interactive highlight linking text and chart. P3 “The
[missing] labels... I don’t think it bothered me. Because the highlight-
ing will just link the data with the text. Because the data is very close
to the text”. However, some participants also commented that they

would have preferred having labels: P6 “If I had labelled the legends
and ticks, I’d have been even faster” ; P8 “[labels] would have been
easier than referring to the text” ; P9 “if I can directly find the answer
in the visualization that would be better”.

Charagraphs might help even when data is already visualized. Read-
ers may have preferences that might not be met by canonical vi-

sualizations [82, 101]. Even in our controlled scenarios during the

usability task, participants expressed different preferences: 2 par-

ticipants preferred having two separate visualizations for means

and standard deviation instead of a combined representation with

error bars. P9 explained “for me the bar chart is easier to read than
error bars [because error bars] do not start at 0”. If not preferences,
a participant also mentioned that existing visualizations might be

overblown, P12 “Even if they [documents] do have graphs, they don’t
have the specific information that you are looking for... so if you want,
like, focus on a specific thing like the mean for example”. Similarly, an

existing static visualization might be deceptive because it has trun-

cated axes, or because the aspect ratio exaggerates a trend [97, 109].

Or the visualization has accessibility issues because of its colour

scheme and style [69, 156]. In these cases, as long as the data is

presented in text, a Charagraph can recreate the static visualization,

but with the possibility of tweaking its scale and style. The resulting

“reader-created” visualizations can be used to compare or replace

the static canonical visualizations already present in the document.

9.2 Limitations
Some in-text data might be difficult or impossible to extract. The
suggestion algorithm forms groups based on the text before and

after numbers. This requires numbers to share prefixes (e.g., M=,

SD=) or suffixes (e.g., %, ms, cm) or sentences to follow similar

structures with identical prepositions before numbers. When this

assumption fails, users have to resort to adding missing values man-

ually. Additionally, data other than numbers and certain sentence

constructions are currently unsupported. For example, a sentence

might refer to a quantity mentioned previously, such as “half of the

participants”. Lastly, combining two Charagraphs or adding error

bars relies on the order of the data points. As such, this requires

the data to be presented in text in the same order or to manually

re-organize the data in the Charagraphs so that they match.

The instructions in the utility study might have made participants
less engaged with the text. In the utility part of the study, we gave

participants instructions to follow to create a Charagraph. This was

done to remove the usability component (which had already been

tested in the previous part). Several participants mentioned that

this made them less engaged with the text: P4 “I definitely noticed,
with the instruction I was not reading the text [...] I think I actually
preferred the sort of exploratory mode [usability part] where I could
just make the graphs I wanted without the instructions” and P5 “I
didn’t like having the instructions [...] I think, in the last condition
[baseline with only text] and in the condition without instructions
[usability part] I read the text more”.

Participants were well-versed in data literacy. All the participants in
our study were graduate students and researchers trained in reading

scientific documents and interpreting numeric values. Thus, partic-

ipants could understand the content with text only. Given findings

that charts help casual readers understand numeric data [31, 114],

it is plausible that people who are less versed in reading scientific

documents might benefit from Charagraphs as long as they are

familiar with data visualizations.

9.3 Future Work
Exploring the design space of Charagraphs. In our characterization

(Section 4), we mentioned two other level of integration that are

currently not supported by our system: chart in text using word-

scale visualizations [47, 149] and text in chart using annotated

charts [122]. Our study focused on separate representations that let

readers choose the one that is most appropriate. It would be inter-

esting to observe the impact of the two other modes on reader’s be-

haviours. Similarly, we believe there is an opportunity to extract the

information contained within the text using NLP to guide the gener-

ation of Charagraphs and give better defaults. From our characteri-

zation (Section 4), statistical-terms and units could be extracted to

design embellished charts that are more memorable [9, 14]; labels

could be recovered to annotate charts and add names to legends,

ticks and axes; and the semantic could decide the visualization.

Support for advanced Natural Language Processing (NLP). Adding
NLP has the potential of making the creation of Charagraphs easier

and quicker. First, the suggestion algorithm could rely on named

entity recognition (NER) to filter numbers that are not data points

such as references to sections, dates and figures. Semantically re-

lated groups of numbers could be formed by analyzing the sentence

structure and content which might result in better suggestions.

Second, the extraction of data points could be made more robust by

understanding common natural language structures. For example,

to understand “half of the participants”, a system would need to

keep track of the mentioned values (here, the number of partici-

pants), understand the described arithmetic (half of), and calculate

the final number. Third, NLP could extract meta-information about

the data, such as p-values to automatically decorate the visualiza-

tion with the paired significance level. Last, NLP could automatize

the extraction of labels by parsing the relation between the number

and the label. Such a system could draw from approaches to parse

textual analogies [36, 77]. However, these remain challenging even

with modern techniques (see the difficulties faced by approaches to

automatically connect text and chart [76, 113]).

Support for other visualizations and tasks. In addition to the common

bar, line, and pie charts already supported, the system could be

extended to include scatter plots, choropleth maps, box plots, and

radar charts, which are relatively common [10]. The challenge is

whether required data can be mined or calculated from the text. For

example, a scatter plot is designed to show raw data points, but text

typically reports on aggregated values representing raw data (e.g.,

means and standard deviations). A scatter plot also requires data in

two-dimensions (e.g. x and y), which may not be reported in-text.

Regarding other tasks, a Charagraph often represents a subset of

data, or a combination of some data of interest. This suggests other

tasks for a reader, such as to characterize the distribution of the
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selected data, find correlations, clusters, or anomalies. These tasks

could be made easier by automatically identifying data facts and

remarkable features [146] of the generated Charagraphs, and offer

suggestions or annotations [76, 140].

Evaluating the impact of Charagraphs on information retention and
engagement. Other benefits of graphical representations over text
might transfer to Charagraphs. For example, previous work has

shown better recall of information [15, 58] and greater reader en-

gagement [96] when using data visualization compared to text

alone. A user study that specifically evaluates these aspects could

further inform us on the benefits of Charagraphs.

Charagraphs with printed text and physical documents. The system
currently works with digital documents but could be extended to

the physical world. Using a smartphone, readers could take a photo

of a document containing number in the text. The system would

process this photo using Optical Character Recognition (OCR),

offer similar selection features to extract the values, and generate a

Charagraph on the smartphone. Future work could investigate the

design and implementation of such a system or a more advanced

version that would overlay Charagraphs on the physical document,

similar to DuallyNoted that uses augmented reality on a smartphone

to annotate paper documents [118].

10 CONCLUSION
Documents seldom include visualizations despite the advantages

of graphics compared to textual representations. To help readers

when visualizations are missing or poorly designed, we introduced

Charagraphs, dynamically generated interactive charts and anno-

tations for in-situ visualization, comparison, and manipulation of

data included within text. We also presented a document viewer

to create Charagraphs in existing PDF documents. In a user study,

participants could quickly create their own imagined visualizations

from data in text and were more correct when answering questions

using Charagraphs compared to only reading text. Charagraphs

provide an immediate solution for readers wanting to visualize and

manipulate numeric data in existing documents, and explore the

concept of reader-generated visualizations.
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